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TRIP REPORT NEWSLETTER 2022
Hi folks! Well, the intended “midwinter edition” of the Saskatchewan Atlas Newsletter has been
waylaid by illness and holidays among other things, turning this into the next edition of the
Atlas Newsletter considering the occurrence of snow melt and the arrival migrant birds
beginning their return. Apologies for keeping you on the edge of your seat anticipating the
promised Northern Trip Newsletter Edition that shares experiences had during expeditions of
summer 2021. You will find photos and personal reflections by Atlas staff and volunteers who
spent time exploring and birding in remote Atlas squares including an expedition on southern
Reindeer Lake up to Kinoosao, reports from explorations near Pelican Narrows and on Carswell
Lake, an expedition on the MacFarlane River from Brudell Lake to Davy Lake, and an expedition
along the southern and western portions of Lake Athabasca in Saskatchewan. It was much
planning and adaptation to make for a memorable summer: We hope you enjoy the reports!
On other fronts: Data review continues to dominate the day-to-day work of the Atlas Office. We
remind that while we have completed the 2017-2021 data collection that will feed into the
analysis to produce the relative abundance and probability of observation maps, there is a slow,
painstaking QA/QC review process of all the checklists and survey results that has taken the
winter and continues with aims to complete this process by end of May to formally begin the
mapping analysis. Concurrent with the mapping process work will be ongoing to complete
species accounts and the layout of the final Atlas products which we aim to have ready for
release by the midpoint of 2023.
We know that it is a long time yet before you will enjoy the final Atlas products, but in the
interim, there is plenty of reason to gather and celebrate the hard work by everyone! For that
we hope that you will join us at an Atlas Banquet this fall, on Saturday September 24 th where
we can meet fellow Atlas participants, who will be joined by Birds Canada’s senior leadership,
members our board of directors, and other senior managers for an evening of bird and nature
fellowship and Atlas reminisce. There are more details to develop and to share on venue and
pricing but please put this date in your calendar and plan a late-September visit to Saskatoon!
In the meantime, you will have spring migration and a summers worth of birds to enjoy here in
the narrows of the hourglass of North American bird migration. We understand that some folks
are ready to take a break from organized bird survey efforts, while others we know already
have plans for Atlassing in Newfoundland or Ontario. Some folks have asked where they might
focus their birding in Saskatchewan to lend to science and monitoring efforts and to this, we
have a couple of answers pointing to immediate needs and coming opportunities. The
immediate 2022 and longstanding need is to have coverage of all Breeding Bird Survey (BBS)
routes throughout Prairie Canada for which Saskatchewan has the most unassigned routes (the
BBS is the backbone survey for songbird population trend monitoring in North American and is
relied on for many additional usages). The coming opportunities for 2023 will include helping
with Grassland Bird Monitoring or getting involved with the Marsh Monitoring Program or
Marsh Watch.

Progress to date
Checklists

30,948

Registered Participants

529

Atlas squares with data
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402,013

Breeding species

269

Hours of atlassing
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Point counts
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Bio-acoustic point
counts
Current as of May 19 2022, more data is
pending inclusion.
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North American Breeding Bird Survey
Point Counters Needed in Saskatchewan
Skilled volunteer point counters are needed for the North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS),
particularly in Saskatchewan! The BBS is a primary source of long-term, large-scale population data for
over 400 breeding bird species. Conducted since 1966, this standardized roadside survey relies on
volunteer participation. In Canada, it is coordinated by Environment and Climate Change Canada's
Canadian Wildlife Service. These data are carefully analyzed on a yearly basis to provide information on
bird population trends, relative abundance and species composition and richness at the local, regional and
continental scale.
If you honed your point count skills during the years of the Atlas, the best way to keep them up is to use them regularly! Birds
Canada staff on the prairies will be incorporating BBS data into pilot work being done in grassland habitats in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba, but approximately half of available survey routes in Saskatchewan are not presently surveyed. Increasing BBS survey
coverage will be a substantial benefit to birds in the long-term.
Time of year: 28 May - 7 July, route is run once
during this time frame during good weather (no rain,
low wind)
Start time: 30 minutes before local sunrise
Number of stops in a route: 50 stops, spaced 1/2
mile (800m) apart - route must be completed in one
morning.
Point count duration: 3 minutes
Minimum commitment: routes must be run for at
least 2 years by the same participant before the data
can be used
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Requirements: registration, ability to identify all local
birds by sound and sight, no hearing loss
Location: Find available routes here, 70 routes are
unassigned across Saskatchewan
Route adoption: contact Barry Robinson
Barry.Robinson@ec.gc.ca to adopt a route
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Learn more about the Breeding Bird Survey here.
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Southern Summer
By Leagh Vermeylen

This summer I headed on down south where I would
be working for the first half of the point count season in
Saskatchewan’s beautiful prairies of Regions 1 and 5. After
being snowed in by an unexpected blizzard during training at the end of May,
the weather improved and the point count season began. While most of my
point counts were road side, I had several days doing point counts by foot in
some spectacular pastures (part of a new project for Birds Canada that
integrated well with the Atlas). The early morning walks in these pastures –
with magnificent sunrises and dawn chorus all around – were a splendid and
tranquil way to experience the native prairie landscape. Other pastures,
however, provided more of an adventurous challenge with creeks to cross,
thick brush to walk through, and some steep coulees to climb. Wildlife was
plentiful and I enjoyed a wide diversity including pronghorns, badgers, red
foxes, and a long-tailed weasel.
The birding in Region 1 and 5 was amazing! From hearing Baird’s and
Grasshopper Sparrows, listening to Sprague’s Pipits singing from high above,
and watching Chestnut-collared and McCown’s Longspurs sing during their
flight displays. I was delighted to see the occasional Lark Buntings this summer
and saw several Loggerhead Shrikes and Ferruginous Hawks. The patches of
trees in this prairie landscape added their own diversity of birds – from Yellow
Warblers to Baltimore Orioles to Western Wood-peewees. As the conifers
increased near Cypress Hills, I was delighted to hear White-crowned Sparrows
and to see Red-naped Sapsuckers in the treed coulees of Pine Cree. I also found
Rock Wrens in the dry, rocky hillsides around Eastend. Other bird highlights
were Say’s Phoebes, Lark Sparrows, Upland Sandpipers, and
Long-billed Curlews.

A beautiful morning in the Claydon pasture (Region 1)

Scenic morning drive on the backroads in Region 13

With the end of June approaching, I turned northward and
headed up to the parkland of Region 13 to finish up the end
of the point count season. It was a welcomed change as it
gave me a greater appreciation of Saskatchewan’s incredible
diverse landscapes and wildlife. I started seeing moose
frequently and even had a mother black bear with three
young cubs walk across the road right beside my truck (which
I was thankfully safely inside).
The birding continued to be fantastic! Red-eyed and Warbling
Vireos, Least Flycatchers, House Wrens and White-throated
Sparrows were some of my common tree singers. There were
still grasslands throughout where I could hear the singing of
Mother bear with 3 cubs
Savannah Sparrows and Bobolinks. The many ponds and
wetlands were full of new life from the breeding season and
there was
rarely a day where I did not see the adorable fluffiness of some duckling or other species of wetland chicks. Amongst my favourite to see
were the black chicks of Soras, the streaked faces of the Pied-billed Grebe chicks, the bobbing fluff of Spotted Sandpiper chicks, and the
more elusive grey chicks of the Wilson’s Phalarope. I often heard Alder Flycatchers, Nelson’s Sparrows and Sedge Wrens around these
wetland oases. My bird highlights in this region was hearing a Black-billed Cuckoo, seeing my first pair of Great Crested Flycatchers and a
wonderful viewing of a Red-headed Woodpecker.
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Lake Athabasca
By Erica Alex

Prior to this summer I knew very little about Lake Athabasca. I had barely
heard of it until Kiel Drake explained what my summer would look like as a boreal
atlas technician. But as he described a weeklong adventure on the south shore of
Lake Athabasca, surveying and camping in sand dunes, I was hooked. For the first few
weeks of the summer my anticipation built, fueled by the ‘oohs’ and ‘wows’ of the
people who heard where I’d be heading to. Finally, on June 20th, I met Kiel, LeeAnn
Latremouille and Dan Sawatsky at the highway 102/905 intersection having spent the
previous week on Reindeer Lake. Despite already traveling 7 hours from Saskatoon,
we still had a 9-hour long drive to Stony Rapids!

Loaded up and ready to hit the water! Left to right: Erica Alex,
Kiel Drake, Derek Cook, Ian Isiah Donard.

Lake Athabasca is located in the extreme northwest corner of Saskatchewan. It
straddles the SK/AB border, with its north shore approximately 45km from the
border of the Northwest Territories. The lake is 335 km long and 51 km wide,
covering an area of ~7900 square kilometers. It is famous for the Athabasca Sand
Dunes which stretch for 100 km along the south shore, the largest active sand
surface in Canada. This trip was special not only for its location, but also because of a
working partnership between Birds Canada and Ya’thi Nene Lands and Resources.
Over the next seven days, the Atlas team would travel with local Community Land
Technicians, sharing information about bird monitoring, and the land and culture.
After nearly 500 kilometers of rough road we finally made it to Stony Rapids at Al’s
Place, our landing place for the night. Here we met up with Tina Giroux-Robillard and
Jean Tsannie (Ya’thi Nene staff) where we enjoyed a hot meal together before
resting up for the big adventure ahead. The next day we headed down to the boat
Our camp near the McFarlane River. Photo by Erica Alex.
launch where we met up with Derek Cook and Ian Isiah Donard (Ya’thi Nene staff), who
would be our crewmates for the rest of the week. After grabbing a couple last minute items at the
Northern Store, we loaded up in Derek and Ian’s boats and waved goodbye to the rest of the team
(who would be a part of a second crew beginning their expedition on the north shore at the SK/AB
border). We made a quick stop in Fond Du Lac where Andrew Isadore joined us in his boat to provide
expert knowledge about the south shore and the safe places to camp. With our crew now complete,
we sped off onto a glassy Lake Athabasca to began our adventure.
Over the next seven days we camped at four locations along the south shore: the McFarlane River,
Archibald Creek, Thompson Bay, and Cantara Lake. Kiel and I rose early to do point counts each
morning. Sunrise comes very early in the north, we often had to be awake by 2:30 am in order to reach
our point count locations by sunrise. The relatively easy terrain of sand, eskers and sparse jack pine
made travel easy, and we were able to reasonably reach points that were up to 5 km from our camp. In
the afternoons and evenings, we would pack up camp and move on to the next location. Wherever
possible we stopped to deploy grids of digital recorders that would gather valuable data while
providing Derek and Ian a chance to practice using them. We enjoyed delicious meals of fresh caught
Lake Trout and caribou meat brought by Derrek, Ian, and Andrew. Whether travelling or hanging out at
camp, we were always general atlassing, pointing out birds to the rest of the crew and learning the
local names for some common birds.
Our camps were often right in, or very near to, the sand dunes. Multiple mornings were spent trekking
through the dunes to point count. stations They were incredible, and awe inspiring. It felt like we were
on another planet, or maybe in an Indiana Jones movie. One particularly memorable morning was
spent hiking about 1.5 km to survey points near the McFarlane River. I had been hiking up and down

Sliding down a large sand dune near the
McFarlane River. Photo by Erica Alex.
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small dunes for a while when suddenly the sand fell away at my feet. I found myself
standing on top of a huge dune looking out over the tops of mature Jack Pines, some 15 m
tall. I stood and marveled at it for a moment before realizing that my points were down
below in the forest, and I would have to slide down to get to them. The forest was a dream
to walk through, with nothing but blueberry and bearberry carpeting the forest floor. Once
my point counts were done it was time to climb back up the big dune and head back to
camp. As I walked towards it all I saw was a huge sandy backdrop against the dark green
trees. For a moment I wasn’t sure if I’d be able to get back up, but some extremely fresh
bear scat at the base of the dune was exactly the encouragement I needed to begin the
hands and knees crawl up the slope.
The weather was kind to us, and we missed only two mornings of point counts due to rain/
Can you spot the Spotted Sandpiper eggs? Photo by Erica
Alex
wind. By far the most challenging part of the trip was the bugs! The water level on Lake
Athabasca was particularly high in 2020 and receded some in 2021. This left a band of
stagnant water stuck behind a sand berm that stretched for miles along the south shore,
making for prime mosquito breeding grounds. While camped in Thompson Bay, we sat
huddled as close to the fire as possible, trying to eat supper without being eaten by the
thousands of mosquitoes. No matter how many clothes you put on, some always seem to
find a way in. My final solution was to wear my rain gear over top of two layers of clothes
and pull my arms in to eat inside the protection of my bug jacket. Every morning we would
awake to hundreds of mosquitoes buzzing between the fly of our tents, just desperate to get
to us through the mesh. Each time you stopped to do a point count, a cloud of insects would
find you and follow you for the rest of the day, catching up any time you stopped for even a
moment.
Sunset over Lake Athabasca. Photo by Erica Alex.

Despite the bugs, the birding was great (likely many birds benefitted from the bugs
actually!). Palm Warblers and Dark-eyed Juncos were prevalent in the sea of Jack Pine.
Horned Larks, Bank Swallows, Common Nighthawks and Common Terns were found in the
sea of sand. Surf Scoters, White-winged Scoters and Parasitic Jaegers were fun to see out
on the water, though these were likely non-breeders just hanging out on the lake. Large
flocks of White-winged Crossbills streamed along the shore throughout the day, while a
pair of Red Crossbills were a nice treat during one of my point counts. Other birds of note
included Black-backed Woodpeckers, Western Tanagers, Bohemian Waxwings, and an
American Bittern. Flycatchers were prevalent with good numbers of Least, Alder, Yellowbellied, and Olive-sided, along with a handful of Western-wood Pewees. We were in good
company at the Archibald Creek camp, with a Northern Flicker nest right nearby, and an
Alder Flycatcher who was an intrepid songster. He would begin his serenade at 3 am,
LeeAnn Latremouille and Dan Sawatsky exploring the
singing “free-beer” over and over until well into the evening. Down on the shore we
Athabasca Sand Dunes. Photo by Erica Alex.
discovered a Spotted Sandpiper nest that was perfectly placed beneath a piece of sandstone
stuck in the sand, providing an excellent roof. The sand was a great canvas for capturing animal tracks on calm days. We saw fresh caribou,
moose, white-tailed deer, black bear, wolf, and lynx tracks.
Besides the birds and the dunes, a major highlight for me was the views out over the lake. Day after day, it never failed to dazzle us with
beautiful sunsets over glassy water. For our final days on the lake, we reunited with the other crew at Canatara Lake Point and enjoyed great
food and great company. On June 27th the Ya’thi Nene crew headed for home, leaving Kiel, LeeAnn, Dan and I behind for one more day. With
our mission complete we had a full day to do as we pleased. What do a bunch of naturalists do on their day off? Go on a five-kilometer hike to
some sand dunes of course! We explored the dunes, finding cool rocks and plants (and of course some birds too!), and enjoyed some welldeserved rest time on a shady hill. On June 29th Kiel and I headed for Camsell Portage where we would spend a few days before continuing to
Tazin Lake. LeeAnn and Dan remained at camp where they’d be picked up by a float plane the next day before heading back south.
Lake Athabasca more than exceeded expectations. It quickly earned a spot high on the list of favourite places I’ve visited. I feel very privileged to
have gotten to explore such a beautiful landscape and discover the birds that live there!
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Athabasca Highlights
By Kiel Drake

Dates: 21-29 June
Trip overview: Lake Athabasca Atlas Expedition – 2
crews (east and west), 11 people
Expedition members: East = Derrick, Ian, Andrew, Erica,
Kiel; West = LeeAnn, Dan, Tina, Dennis, Jean, Margret

Glassy conditions made for leisurely travel from
Stony Rapid enroute to Fond-Du-Lac

East/South Crew (travel and camp highlights):
Day 1 (21 June): two boats with four people (Derek, Ian, Erica, Kiel) depart Stony Rapids ~09:30 h
travel to Fond-Du-Lac to rendezvous with a third boat and final crew member (Andrew) – Depart
Fond-Du-Lac and travel to the McFarlane River where we boated ~10 km upstream to Camp #1 –
McFarlane River Camp (Atlas square 13VFC36) boating ~150 km arriving to set up camp ~18:30 h.
Day 2 (22 Jun): 02:55 h hike from McFarlane River Camp to conduct point counts (13VFC36, 35) –
break camp, travel 40 km west to deploy recorders in 12VXL35 – travel back east 15 km to
12VXL45 arriving to set up camp ~18:30 h – Camp #2 Archibald Creek Camp.

Common Tern nest found in low flat area between
dunes over 1 km from the nearest water.

Day 3 (23 Jun): too windy for point counts, a reprieve from a 02:00 h wake up – general atlas 12VXL45
as much a one can in high winds. Beautiful camp spot to have to be wind bound!
Day 4 (24 Jun): early morning 15-km hike to point count 12VXL45 – break camp, travel 45 km west to
12VXL05 arriving to set up camp ~18:30 h – Camp #3 Thompson Bay Camp. Getting close to atlas
square 12VWL95 but camping on the leeward side of the point to mitigate risk of prevailing west
winds increasing while we sleep.
Day 5 (25 Jun): travelled another 20 km west to 12VWL95 to find shoreline access to grids of point
count stations stymied by an extensive backwater between the mainland where needed to go to
access the points, and the newly configured shoreline berm from storm activity – from here we
travel back east 30 km to 12VXL15 arriving to set up camp ~17:00 h – Camp #4 Cantera Lake Point
Camp

View of a windy Lake Athabasca from dunes
overlooking Camp #2 at Archibald Creek.

Day 6 (26 Jun): 03:00h wake up to conduct point counts near Cantera Lake in atlas square 12VXL15
– Ian, Derek, and Andrew take three boats 70 km west to pick up West Expedition Crew Member
who had camped the previous night and spent the morning
doing point counts in 12VWL53 and 12VWL63. By midafternoon the West Crew had joined the East Crew at
Camp #4 – fishing, Bannock
Andrew, Derek, and Ian have coffee while grilling a
Lake Trout breakfast over fire.

Day 7 (27 Jun): light duty day with General Atlassing in the
vicinity of Cantera Lake in 12VXL15 – Ya’thi Nene personnel
disperse in three boats to homes in northern communities,
or travel layover destinations.
Day 8 (28 Jun): ‘day off’ at Cantera Lake Point Camp
(12VXL15) – Erica, Dan, LeeAnn, and Kiel hike ~7.5 km
southwest to the largest dunes within sight, AND also with
a reasonable walking distance.

Rocky shoreline at Archibald Creek Camp;
location of Spotted Sandpiper nest with rock
overhang for a roof.

Orchids growing in the dune forests.
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Reindeer Lake: Part 1
By Ian Thomas

Reindeer Lake is the 24th largest lake on Earth and its clear,
bitterly cold waters are renowned for their excellent fishing:
whitefish, walleye, lake trout, and voracious northern pike teem in
this remote labyrinth of reefs, islands, inlets, and bays. Until this
year, Reindeer Lake had, despite its high profile among anglers,
remained a blank spot on the Saskatchewan Atlas maps and so it
was one of our biggest priorities this summer to document what
birds actually breed in the vicinity of this this rugged northern
lake. We began our exploration at the town of Southend, located
as you might imagine at the very southern tip of this vast inland
sea. Southend is a community inhabited primarily by people of the
Peter Ballantyne Cree First Nation, and our research was carried
out on their traditional, unceded territory. Though we arrived in
late June, locals assured us that the northern area of Reindeer
Lake was still icebound, a testament to the extreme brevity of the
far northern summer. Our contacts there were two residents of
Southend named George Philip and Eva, who rented a motorboat
to us and graciously hosted us in their home before we headed
out onto the lake. Our plan was to spend five days doing bird
surveys at the southern portion of the lake, before heading north
to the area around the seasonal community of Kinoosao. George
Philip ferried us to our first camp site on Southern Reinder, towing
behind us the small lund that we would be using to travel across
the lake. After the infamous flatness of Saskatchewan’s prairies
and southern boreal forest, we were mesmerized by the rugged
coastlines of stony headlands, rolling hills, and towering cliffs. We
passed idyllic sandy beaches backed by pale-green birches and
austere hillsides with dark brows of brooding spruce, admiring
GPS tracks highlighting the large distances covered by boat on Reindeer
common terns and Bonaparte’s gulls passing overhead, and loons
Lake
and red-breasted mergansers hunting in the bays. After being
dropped-off, and saying good-bye to George Philip we spent a
rainy, windy few days camped by our first set of point counts. After completing our counts when weather finally allowed us to, we motored our
way eastward across the lake to Deep Bay.
Deep Bay is perhaps the most dramatic part of Reindeer Lake: the ancient impact crater of an immense meteorite, it is a huge stone bowl thirteen
kilometres across, 220 m deep and ringed by forbidding walls of stony cliffs. George Philip later told us that Deep Bay is known for being home to
lake monsters, which came as no surprise to us after having crossed its eerie depths. The waters were the clearest we’d ever seen. While taking a
snack break on the water, we dropped nuts from our trail mix into the lake and watched them sink slowly down with perfect clarity until they
became too small to be seen. They would keep sinking for nearly a thousand feet before finally settling on the bottom, to tempt whatever lake
monsters might lurk in Reindeer’s icy depths. Unfortunately, when we arrived at our survey points, our planned campsite turned out to be a
fortress of sheer rock. The creek that we had identified on our maps as a place to camp beside, was in reality a waterfall plunging from sheer
battlements straight into the bay. Flexibility being the hallmark of the good field biologist, we changed plans and chose a new campsite on the
edge of a Deep Bay near some slightly more accessible points. This new site was extremely dramatic, if not altogether cheerful: a recent forest
fire had left an eerie graveyard of bleached snags clinging to bare rock. Our early morning hike to our points was a tough scramble over twisted
piles of fallen trees and barren stone; a bleak scene, cheered only slightly by the songs of White-Throated Sparrows echoing sweetly in the clear
morning light. But between these desolate hills we found beautiful veins of wetlands, absolutely alive with birds. Waterthrushes, Alder
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Flycatchers, and Wilson’s Warblers sang from these bright-green ribbon, and we were delighted to hear the distinctive “Quick Three Beers” of
singing Olive-sided flycatchers as well. Olive Sided Flycatchers are listed as threatened in Canada, with their populations having declined by 80%
since the 1960’s. Collecting breeding evidence of threatened birds such as these is critical to the mission of the Atlas, and we were glad to be able
to record them at such a remote, unvisited site! Unfortunately, these riparian oases were also the breeding ground of hordes of voracious
mosquitoes. We discovered to our horror that there were indeed many monsters in Deep Bay, and these ones had wings!
After a gruelling yet rewarding day slogging through the stony hills of Deep Bay, we pulled up anchor and headed back to South End. The next leg
of our journey was to go 100 km up Reindeer Lake with George Philip and Eva to continue our Atlassing near the tiny community of Kinoosao.
Despite a harrowing encounter with a thunderstorm, we arrived back in Southend that afternoon, steeling ourselves for the next leg of our
Reindeer Lake adventure.

Reindeer Lake: Part 2 - Kinoosao
By Maya Meron

The second half of our time on mighty Reindeer Lake was near the tiny community of Kinoosao, some 100 km
north of Southend. Our Southend contacts George-Philip and Eva were taking a trip to their cabin in the area and so they ferried us and our
motorboat up the lake. A highlight of the commute was brief sighting of a Surf Scoter as we were leaving Southend. This dramatic, orange-billed
duck was a good record, being a fair way to the south of their known breeding habitat; though without any further breeding evidence, we
assumed the bird was likely a late migrant or a failed breeder. Even in late June, the summer’s hold is always tenuous this far north, and a threehour journey through rainstorms pelting us with icy bullets felt far more like a November experience than a summer one.
After a bone-chilling boat ride we had a brief stop at George Philip’s idyllic camp on a picturesque little bay so pristine that we drank the water
straight from the lake without purifying it. We then launched our boat and struck out on our own for our first camp. Like our camp on Deep Bay,
this site was again in the scorched remnants of a vast forest fire. As we set up our tent in the skeletal forest, a nesting White Throated Sparrow
and a handful of beachcombing Herring Gulls seemed like the only other inhabitants of this melancholy place. The next day we had a pleasant
morning of point-counting but returned to camp to find our tent completely destroyed by a bear; our sleeping mat was shredded, and Ian’s
sleeping bag had been pulled out and lacerated in a blizzard of down. We were just beginning our week-long stay on this remote corner of a vast
northern lake and we had already lost our tent, sleeping mat, and sleeping bag; again we relearned that flexibility is the vital attribute of the field
biologist. We knew that George Philip and Eva were heading back down the long 100 km to Southend that day, so moving as swiftly as we could,
we packed up the boat and headed for the one place we knew we could get some form of shelter over our heads. It was a windy choppy ride, an
anxious experience for two not-so-seasoned mariners but we were very relieved to make it to the camp before George Philip and Eva left.
They graciously gave us permission to use their cabins for the remainder of our time on Reindeer. That night we were awakened at midnight by
something trying to get in the door of our cabin, creeping to the window we saw that a bear was nosing around just outside. We were unable to
scare it away, and both of us spent a rather sleepless night listening to our nocturnal visitor scratching and rustling all around the cabin. Luckily
we had no repeat visits on the nights that followed. Using the cabin as our HQ We spent the next couple of days slogging through sphagnum bogs
brimming with flowers or hiking through the otherworldly beauty of mature jack pine forest where the beds of red lichens and exposed rock
make the forest look reminiscent of a Martian landscape. On our way back from point counting one day, we were pleased to find our first ring
billed gulls for Reindeer Lake loitering on the sand.

Our bear encounters had made us both a little wary of our fellow mammals in the Boreal forest, and so we were a little concerned when one
afternoon we heard a flurry of growling and snarling seemingly from right outside our cabin. We searched outside but were baffled to find no
trace of an intruder. The mystery was solved when noticed the face of a marten staring suspiciously at us from a chink in the wall of our cabin, its
steady stream of low growls and hisses revealed that our mysterious (and noisy) intruder was in fact a fellow tenant of our temporary home.
After our bear encounters it was quite a relief to discover that our carnivore roommate was such a diminutive one. It was a real gift to get such up
close views of this sleek beautiful mustelid, with their alert, earnest faces and luxurious coats martens resemble a cross between a weasel and a
fox. On our last morning we boated out to nearby grid of points. Our hike in started with a breathtaking grove of birches, like pillars of living
moonlight. Here the forest floor was a delicate embroidery of oak fern and starflower, one of the loveliest forests we’ve ever seen. Unfortunately,
our route quicky led out of these enchanted glades into a dense wall of regenerating jack pine, through which we wrestled and thrashed for the
whole rest of the morning. This was a strong reminder to savour every pleasant momen in the boreal forest, though there is incredible beauty, it
is invariably bracketed by inclement weather, hostile terrain, or voracious insects. We met George Philip back at his cabin, ready for our long
journey south, as we went the sun sparkled on the water and the islands gleamed, giving us a gorgeous farewell to this vast and completely
unpredictable landscape.
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Pelican Narrows Paddle Trip : Pelican Lake and Wood Lake
By Aaron Brisebois

In early June, Erika Alex (fellow field crew member) and I took off from
Pelican Narrows for our first paddle trip of the season! Starting on Pelican
Lake and headed for Wood Lake, the trip would be ~80km of paddling over 6
days; 2 days there, 2 days of surveying, and 2 days to come back.
With fresh arms and early season jitters, we left excited and energized. By the
end of the second hour, the first short yet heavy rain cloud welcomed us, but
thankfully we were prepared. Little did we know, that would be the first of
many rain storms to come.
Not long after, the first bird highlight occurred; ~ 35 Common Terns began
dive bombing us as we approached a small island, although no signs of nests
could be found. Many hours and 4 short portages later, we ate some of
Janine McManus' delicious dehydrated pasta dinners while watching a
lightning storm in the distance and fell asleep to the sound of loons, red
necked grebes, and booming common nighthawks after a long paddle day.
My highlight of the trip happened the next morning as we quietly paddled
around the bend of an island and startled a mother common loon who tried
to slickly slip off her nest like nothing happened, hoping we wouldn't notice.
As we approached, she stayed surprisingly calm, watching her nest from
nearby, and we found two large loon eggs just sitting in a camouflaged nest.
Loon nests can be very hard to find because of how well hidden they are and
this was the first one I had ever seen! We snapped a quick photo, took down
a waypoint on our GPS, and paddled on.
While we were surrounded by relatively fresh burns during our journey, the
shores of Wood Lake still had lots of green forest and we nestled our tents on
the mossy floors of a mystical looking Black Spruce forest at the end of day
two, where we would stay for the following three nights. The next 24 hours
however, would be a bit rough.

Our “campsite” hiding among Black Spruce on Wood
Lake, June 5th, 2021.

We were woken in the middle of the night by thunder that sounded like it
was in my tent and a down poor which left us floating in the puddles of our
ground covers. A few hours later, we woke again to begin what would be our
most difficult survey morning of the season. We did our best to somehow get
through the impenetrable walls of wet and downed old black spruce logs with
young dense regenerating Jack Pine growing in between them, but we aren’t
Moose, so, to put it lightly, it didn't go very well.
Thankfully, fast forwarding to the next afternoon, the sun finally came out
and I was resting in my canoe floating on the edge of a bay enjoying a more
pleasant side of the Boreal forest in June. Bald Eagles swooped down chasing
Views while surveying the hilly shores surrounding Wood Lake,
each other, Belted Kingfishers dove down for fish, a young fired up male
June 4th, 2021.
Bufflehead tackled a Common Goldeneye for swimming in the same bay as
him and is partner, and warblers sang in the tree tops. Just like that, I was in
paradise, yet the day before I was in whatever you would want to call the opposite of that. Such is the boreal forest, and such is nature.
During our two days paddling back to Pelican Narrows, we found Bald Eagle chicks, awed at the size of White Pelicans, listened to Mourning
Warblers on land accompanied by Northern Waterthrushes along the shore, and tried to pretend it wasn't raining. By the end of day 6, we
were ready to be dry and off the water, but thankful that the season was kick started by such an adventure.
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McFarlane River Atlassing, 2021
by Ian Cook

On June 18, 2021, four well-seasoned Ontario birders arrived in Saskatoon to conduct some remote
atlassing in the far northwest of Saskatchewan. Complicated logistics and food packing were handled with skill
and patience by LeeAnn and Janine, and after a couple of days of driving we were lashing our Churchill River
Canoe Outfitters’ Royalex canoes to the pontoons of an Otter and packing ourselves and our gear in for a cold,
windy flight to Brudell Lake.
The McFarlane River runs northward into Lake Athabasca, draining a vast empty region southeast of the huge lake. Our trip started in Brudell
Lake and ended in Davey Lake, a trip of about 170 km. Conveniently we were dropped off in a priority square and by 4 am the next morning we
were conducting point counts at pre-designated points. By mid-morning we had packed up and were paddling the length of Lake Brudell to its
outlet, the McFarlane River. There we were greeted by our first set of rapids. Upon scouting them they looked daunting; a long boulder field
with very high water flow; portaging was not possible. So we tightened our life jacket straps and down we went! Both our canoes almost
swamped, but they stayed upright with all the gear in them. This was the first of about 2 dozen sets of rapids, one an almost continuous 3.5 km
stretch. What had we gotten ourselves into? But as the trip progressed either the rapids got easier or we became more comfortable running
them. By the end they were somewhat enjoyable!
The landscape was glacial, barren, and dramatic. Nutrient poor sand, gravel and rock encouraged an almost monoculture of sparse, stunted jack
pine. A few low-lying wet areas had small black spruce, and there were a few tree-less wetlands. Fire had transformed the landscape
dramatically; some areas had been recently burned over and others were regenerating from old burns.
As the trip progressed the temperatures warmed up, but someone forgot to turn down the thermostat! Away from any news or even a
thermometer, we had no idea we were enduring an historic heat wave with temps reaching 40C even at that high latitude. Thank goodness by
the time the heat wave was at its peak, we had completed our point counting and were camped on the shores of beautiful Davey Lake.
In such a uniform habitat, bird life was also fairly uniform, but we did manage to document over 80 species. Highlights for a group of easterners
included good numbers of Western Wood-Pewees all along the route as well as Olive-sided Flycatchers. Soras were fairly plentiful in the
wetlands. Sparrows were the dominant song birds; White-throated, White-crowned, Lincoln’s, Fox, Swamp. Vesper Sparrows surprised us on a
couple of occasions in the pine barrens. White-winged Crossbills were plentiful, as were waterfowl: especially both teal and all three mergansers.
The most common warbler? Yellow. The most common bird overall? American Robin!
A pleasant surprise were several observations of Horned Larks in the jack pine barrens paired, flight-displaying or acting somewhat agitated. It
seemed out of place to hear their cheery song in such an environment.
When I asked the other participants for their best memory from the trip, Mike Ferguson had this to say:
“It was such a privilege we got the opportunity to canoe trip, atlas, point count, as a solid friendly and efficient team, in such a remote,
inaccessible, and uninhabited wilderness in the NE corner of Saskatchewan, simply amazing. So the entire trip was the one best memory.
However, if I have to pick out one detail, after all the hard work and weather, wild white-water and worrying over days and distances and
whether we could get it all done, and then to discover ourselves making such good time and deciding to push on to the end of Davey Lake
and one more priority square (which triumphant finale, let me remind you, I foresaw in my canoeist's crystal ball days in advance), it was
that final remarkable campsite on a long northern beach with wonderful swimming over a clean sandy bottom, with bear and moose and
every kind of fascinating insect, where, despite the at times ferocious heat, we enjoyed such placid calm, and a bit of time to explore at
leisure and read and relax, it was quite a treat at the end of it all. And, the particular memory that encapsulates it all, that enigmatic pair of
Mew Gulls walking up and down the beach, snapping up the miner bees that were hovering everywhere over the sand and litter, seeming
unconcerned about us but keeping an eye cocked our way. That was magic”
I think that sums it up well. The McFarlane trip was completed for the Saskatchewan Breeding Bird Atlas from
June 20 to 29, 2021 by Stephane Menu, Michael Ferguson, Alex Mills and Ian Cook, four Ontario birders who have
fallen in love with Saskatchewan!
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Carswell Lake
By Logan Bradley

We set forth onto Carswell Lake one calm afternoon with a sense of cool
excitement. Aaron and I were not upset to part from the gravel road that had carried
us nearly 250 kilometers from the northern village of La Loche. Aaron brought with us
a high level of paddling competence that lent reassurance to the venture. After
traversing the lonely highway from La Loche we had been met with the warm
hospitality of Brian MacDonald, the owner and operator of Carswell Lodge. Brain
kindly offered us one of his cabins as our headquarters while we surveyed the
surrounding area prior to departing on the canoe trip. It is perhaps the generosity with
which Brain offered us his assistance and his extensive local knowledge that will stand
out most in my memory of the trip.

I’ve applied my skill set as a field technician in a variety of different settings including
pine highlands in Arizona, deserts in Utah, cloud forest in Costa Rica and now
grasslands and boreal forest in Saskatchewan. At this stage in my career, I am seeking
experiences in a variety of different ecosystems to broaden my understanding of
ecology and different conservation strategies. When I step into new settings, I try to
do so with a sense of humility because, despite my best intentions, I will only scratch
the surface of the surface while trying to advance my understanding of the local
ecology in just a few short months. Therein lies the wonderful appeal of biology, the
complexity and level of interconnectedness present in the natural world is difficult to
grasp and most often eludes simple mechanical descriptions. That being said, I was
profoundly humbled by the people I encountered in northern Saskatchewan whose
Carswell Lake is located ~50km south of the large
sand dune complex on Lake Athabasca
incredible knowledge of the unique setting in which they live is astounding. Our
conversations with Brian added new life to how we thought about the landscape
surrounding Carswell Lake. He taught us about the geography of the region (including
Carswell crater and the Athabasca sand dunes) and the history of Cluff Lake mine site, in addition to much natural history of the area.
As we had hoped, paddling on the lake offered us some great bird sightings. Red-breasted Mergansers were not uncommon along the shorelines.
The best birds waited for our return trip to present themselves though. We had Mew Gulls flying over and around our canoes that allowed us a
moment to cooperatively study their identification. We noted the patterning of the underwing and general differences in morphology that
separated them from the much heftier Herring Gulls we had mostly been seeing. We also found a Peregrine Falcon circling and were able to track
down its nest on a cliff side. We scaled the cliffs to observe the nest from above, but it was too deeply recessed into the cliffs to afford a view
inside. Unbeknownst to us, Brian was, of course, already aware of the nesting peregrines at this
location, further highlighting the value of local knowledge in wildlife conservation.

Other personal highlights for me included catching a glimpse of a fisher while bushwhacking and
swimming in the beautiful crisp waters ashore one of the islands we camped upon. I also had an upclose encounter with a floating matt, which is a layer of moss and plants that floats atop shoreline
waters.
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The Perfect Atlassing Partner
By Chris Harris - Regional Coordinator for Region 7

After five years of field work, I am now reflecting back on what makes
the perfect Atlassing companion. You want an Atlas partner who is patient
during many stops, quiet to allow for breeding codes to be noted and willing
to go out in all kinds of weather (hot, windy, rainy, etc.). When I wrote that
down those qualities, I realize I was describing my dog, Toberlone or Toby for
short.
My now 13.5 year Labradoodle, Toby, has been my constant Atlassing
companion through all five years of the Atlas as we have explored 13UER28,
the square we live in. This square includes some of the best bird habitat in
Regina including Wascana Lake, Wascana Marsh, A. E. Wilson and Les
Sherman Parks. Toby has been with me when we recorded the incredible
breeding of White-winged Crossbills in 2017 in various locations, the annual
Chris pictured with Toby
nesting of Brewer’s Blackbirds in bushes in front of the provincial legislature,
the fledged young of Hooded Mergansers and American Avocet at Wascana Marsh, a singing male Ruby-crowned Kinglet at A.E. Wilson Park in
2018 and a very late Rock Pigeon nest in Oct of 2021 in Les Sherman Park. He always quietly and patiently waited, while I watched, recorded and
sometimes photographed this breeding evidence for the Atlas.
It is perhaps no accident that 13UER28, this square in the SW corner of Regina, has recorded 331 hours, more hours than any other square in the
province. This is partly explained by the fact that 5 regional co-originators either lived or worked in this square. But a big part of that
accumulated time is the many happy hours that Toby and I spent exploring the birds of this square. For me, Toby was the ultimate and perfect
Atlassing partner!

The Circumnavigation of Wascana Marsh in 2021
By Chris Harris - Regional Coordinator for Region 7

In late May of 2021, Ed Rodger, the past President of Nature Saskatchewan
and a personal friend, and I had talked about paddling around Wascana Marsh. I
got heavily involved in point counts in Regions 13 & 14 and had forgotten about
this paddling plan until I saw Ed again in the third week of June. Ed had persisted
and got special permission from the Provincial Capital Commission for us to
paddle in the marsh which is required in this protected area.
On the morning of June 30th, 2021, Ed and I set out at 6:55 AM from the Broad
Street bridge. Using Ed’s canoe, we paddled clockwise around the marsh’s edges.
I had walked many times around the edge of Wascana Marsh but it was a real
treat seeing it from the water. As expected in a large wetlands, we saw many
young ducklings including of Mallard, Wigeon, Gadwall and Blue-winged Teal. A
rarer waterfowl sighting was a female Canvasback with five young. There were
Ed Rodger paddling his canoe around Wascana Marsh
Ruddy Ducks and Redheads too but no evidence of breeding for them. A surprise
was seeing three species of grebe: Pied-billed, Red-necked and Eared Grebe. We found three Red-necked Grebe nests but only one was active.
One nest in the northeast corner of the marsh contained 3 eggs but this nest had been abandoned after Regina received torrential rains on June
11th. A second nest near the maintenance yard was active with one bird sitting on the nest and another nearby. A third nest, also abandoned,
contained an incredible 8 eggs and likely represents an example of egg dumping by more than one grebe rather than one bird that laid 8 eggs.
Also of significance were 7 Eared Grebes including one that was sitting on a nest that contained 1 egg. Other highlights were an immature Blackcrowned Night Heron, an incredible 22 Marsh Wrens singing from their cattail haunts, three Soras heard and at least one female Yellow-headed
Blackbird carrying food.

Our nearly 5 hour canoe journey had revealed what a special place Wascana Marsh is right in the middle of Regina.
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A Violet-green Swallow takes a rest. This local breeder was found in 13 Atlas squares in
the southwest portion of the province around Cypress Uplands, the South Saskatchewan
River, and the vicinity of Grasslands National Park with confirmed breeding in 5 squares.
Arthur Beague

A young American Avocet forages at sunset.
LeeAnn Latremouille
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